Dear ICC Applicants,

Greetings! As you prepare for the ICC, we are pleased to share some helpful videos with you.

Applicants frequently ask about the Alleluia. Although candidates may select their own Mass setting for the Gloria and for the teaching portion of the adjudication, we ask all applicants to sing the chant Alleluia Mode VI. Here are several You Tube videos of the Alleluia Mode VI. You will recognize it when you hear it. You may choose a verse – preferably one that is short and is easy to fit into the chant. The first recording listed below will give you a good “template” for the verse. The second recording is from an actual adjudication. You may ask the accompanist to give you a starting pitch (of your choice) if you wish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7s0Rb0i9GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L18fyqJSDoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrlcX1BNlp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQJk26zg1cc

Gelineau Psalmody:

Created by a subcommittee for Cantor Education - this video will help those of you preparing Gelineau's Psalm 23 (chant - List A). Please pay special attention to this video - many applicants struggle with the meter of this psalm.

*Please note that this video's purpose is to instruct applicants in Gelineau meter and phrasing. We did not intend for this video to be a demonstration of animation/communication skills or any endorsement of GIA/Gelineau psalmody. See:

http://youtu.be/x0xuLDBIfNQ

God bless you in your ministry!